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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations Committee 

9th meeting, 2018 (Session 5) Thursday 29 March 2018 

Scotland’s Screen Sector inquiry 

Written submissions and supplementary written evidence 

In September 2017 the Committee issued a call for evidence on its inquiry into 
Scotland’s Screen Sector. The Following written submissions were received from 
witnesses on today’s panel: 

Written submissions 

 LS Productions 
 Scottish Locations Network 

In addition, the following supplementary written submissions were received from 
witnesses on today’s panel ahead of the meeting: 

Supplementary written evidence 

 Film City Glasgow 
 PSL Land Ltd (Pentland Studios) 
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Written submission from LS Productions 

Introduction 

LS Productions was founded in 2006 by Scottish entrepreneur, Marie Owen, who 
wanted to put Scotland on the map as the ‘go-to’ country for campaign shoots, 
competing alongside other global production hotspots, such as Iceland, Sweden and 
South Africa. Since its launch, LS Productions has become the UK’s largest stills and 
motion service production company with offices in Edinburgh, London, New York and 
Manchester. Its team is made up of 16 full-time in-house producers, production 
coordinators, production assistants, location managers and a marketing and 
business development team. 

The company prides itself on being a ‘one-stop-shop’ for UK and international 
production companies, directors, advertising companies, high-end brands and other 
creatives, taking care of everything from budgeting to location scouting to casting 
and accommodation. Bucking the trend of keeping locations and service production 
separate entities, LS Productions has merged the two services, helping to make 
pitching more effective and shooting as smooth as possible. LS Productions is the 
only UK-based service production company outside London to have a location library 
of its size, with over 160,000 location images covering the length and breadth of the 
UK and featuring some of the country’s most remote, iconic and beautiful locations. 

Leadership, strategy and support 

How can the industry successfully implement the recommendations outlined in the 
Screen Sector Leadership Group report?   

LS Productions can only echo multiple other responses to the call for evidence, in 
order to foster an industry in Scotland that is able to compete, if not surpass, other 
areas of the UK, three crucial areas must be addressed: 

 Investment in world class facilities, including purpose-built and adapted studio 
space (multiple spaces are needed in-order to produce a creative hub); 

 Investment and incentives for Productions using local crew to make 
productions with a commitment to telling stories with a global appeal; 

 Funding for training of crew in all departments.  

It is time to take urgent action. It is clear other areas of the UK have made great 
progress in the filming industry, becoming superior hubs for Production. Scotland 
frustratingly continues to make little progress by continually debating the best way to 
move forward. 

If we look at the model areas such as those adopted by Northern Ireland or 
Manchester, whether achieved with private or state funding, we can see that they are 
extremely successful in attracting large scale and high end film and TV. Whilst other 
areas make the process look seemingly simple, we continue to convolute the 
situation with little sense of urgency. 

We also agree with the response from The Association of Film and Television 
Practitioners Scotland when we state that a Screen Unit needs to represent the 
breadth of the industry. As a company that predominantly work on commercial 
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production we are aware that film, TV and commercial all feed into each other. 
Skilled crew, equipment and requirements for facilities are identical across each 
industry. The industries combine to provide work for freelancers, keep facilities and 
kit hire companies busy and bring exposure and tourism to locations. Our work is 
also not seasonal and we produce commercials throughout the year, contributing to 
the long term, sustainability of the industry in Scotland. It is our belief that the Screen 
Unit should also take the commercial industry into account as part of its remit. 

We want the message to be clear; Scotland is proactive at seeking production, 
receptive to the needs of all forms of production in an ever-evolving industry and 
more than equipped to deal with them. 

Scotland is open for business. 

What is your view of the current leadership of the screen sector through 
Creative Scotland and other supporting bodies? 

At present, we find leadership to be fragmented and convoluted. There is little clarity 
or accountability, with the industry feeling quite rudderless at times. 

Whilst our aim is not to criticise or belittle any achievement of Creative Scotland or 
any other supporting bodies, the absence of a proactive, committed organisation 
driving the creation of facilities and studio space forward is felt. A combination of 
private and state funded spaces are needed; purpose-built or adapted studio space. 
The Film Studio Delivery group should be committed to building the infrastructure 
greatly needed in Scotland across multiple sites, not just Wardpark, which is 
unavailable for other incoming productions at this time. 

How can we ensure that the Screen Unit has the remit and responsibility for 
providing the strategic vision and leadership across the sector? What changes 
to the current arrangements are necessary to achieve this?  

We need a unit that is visible to us, engages with us, acknowledges our work and 
promotes the wonderful offerings we have in Scotland on a global stage. 

Clarity concerning the remit of the Screen Unit is essential and they should have an 
over-arching view of, and ultimate responsibility for, funding, training and facilities 
available from any governing bodies or organisations (public or private.) It is only 
when these elements develop in a united way that progress can be made. 

How might Brexit impact the Scottish screen industry? 

Initially, the drop in the pound meant we were cheaper for clients as opposed to the 
countries we frequently compete with; Iceland, Ireland and multiple Scandinavian 
and Eastern European Countries. 

We are aware that leaving the EU will have an impact for the industry across the UK 
in the long term, a situation that will no doubt become clearer in time. 

To us, this highlights the importance of getting Scotland ahead of the game now and 
of establishing the country as a receptive hub for production as soon as possible, 
bolstering tax incentives, training and facilities. 
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LS Productions will continue to build on existing relationships and forge new 
relationships with international companies and brands and welcome them to 
Scotland whether we are part of the EU or not. 

How can Scotland become a key destination for UK and international 
productions? 

LS Productions is fortunate to be able to attend trade shows across the world. Not 
only do we find this useful for networking but it also affords the opportunity to look at 
the offering of other countries, from tax incentives to facilities. Whilst the beauty and 
history of Scotland cannot be denied, and some productions will always have a need 
to be shot here (in part), the fact that Scotland is lagging not only behind other parts 
of the UK but also other countries in Europe is undeniable. Many countries have 
stepped up to the plate in offering multiple purpose-built studios, incentives for using 
local crew, training programmes for specific roles within the industry and an 
investment and commitment into attracting high-end film and TV Drama. This in turn 
has a vast impact on the commercial industry, with all skills, facilities and equipment 
filtering down to make each country an appealing option for all forms of production. 
Too many times have we lost commercials to other countries because we lack a 
high-end, modern and purpose-built studio space to house larger productions. 

All bodies and companies need to be led by an over-arching organisation and a 
Scottish Government that supports our industry with funding, training schemes and 
the provision of multiple studio spaces. 

Once the current issues the industry in Scotland faces have been resolved and we 
have viable studio space, we need to create noise about the incentives, crew, 
facilities, facility companies and locations that Scotland has to offer. We need to 
promote our wonderful industry with its cutting edge facilities across the world, 
encouraging all who see how incredible Scotland is to shoot their next project here. 

Why have film and TV producers selected Scotland in the past as a location for 
production? 

In the film and TV industry it seems that production’s will either shoot in part here but 
not base themselves here - as currently there are no available studio facilities - or it 
is a story that is inherently Scottish and is required to be told on a Scottish stage. 

Based on our personal experience, the following reasons apply to us: 

 The story or product is inherently Scottish, i.e whisky; 
 The locations or period of architecture required; 
 The project is being shot in London but there are some essential scenes that 

feature a location unique to Scotland that they can’t shoot anywhere else. 
They will complete part of the shoot here only; 

 Diverse, European feeling cities in both Edinburgh and Glasgow; 
 It feels seemingly easier to film here in terms of permits; 
 Scotland has more hours of daylight than some other Northern European 

countries in the Winter and exceptional hours of daylight in the Summer; 
 The nature on offer; 
 To double as other countries that may seem too expensive or with areas that 

are too inaccessible for some productions.  
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What is your view on the current network of regional film offices across the 
country? 

For LS Productions, the current network of regional film offices are invaluable. We 
find their support a vital service and would only encourage any further funding and 
support they require from local councils or government to be given. Whether it’s 
introducing us to new locations, specific contacts within the council e.g roads 
department or emergency services they are a wealth of local knowledge which will 
be essential as the industry here grows. 

Talent Development, Skills and Training 

How can Scotland nurture and retain domestic talent?  

LS Productions are concerned by the lack of training for specific roles within the 
industry. It is important to stop teaching our students general media studies and time 
to teach them how to be a Sound Recordist, a Grip, a Runner, a Location Manager 
etc. It is then important to fund on the job training in specific departments, with a 
specific career progression. 

The key then is to create a booming industry here, consisting of film, TV, factual, 
commercial and stills work, so that there is enough work here for people to live in 
Scotland and make a comfortable living. Too often we hear of crew moving to other 
parts of the UK as work is more regular and the standard of production is higher. So 
many crew state that they would move back if there was more work coming into the 
industry here. 

How might the new Screen Unit work across agencies to ensure a coherent 
approach to the development of talent? 

The Screen Unit should be ultimately responsible for overseeing and driving all 
training schemes for specific departments within the industry, setting key targets for 
training and placements. 

Are there skills deficiencies or gaps which might impede productions 

choosing to come to Scotland? Does Scotland have the requisite level of 

domestic talent to accommodate an increase in productions coming to the 

country?   

As discussed, skilled crew often move to other areas of the UK as there is not 
enough work in Scotland at present. We are often required to travel crew up from 
London or Manchester. 

In the Commercial sector we often need to look to the rest of the UK for crew, for 
three reasons: 

 Availability 
 Training 
 Experience 
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What infrastructure, support and investment is required to ensure continuing 
development of talent in Scotland? How do we address the problem of 
inconsistent work for employees in the Scottish screen sector? 

The three key areas of training, funding and facilities need to grow and flourish 
together, if one element falters then progress cannot be made. If we get all three 
elements right then as the level of production increases, experienced crew members 
that have perhaps moved from Scotland to elsewhere in the UK will move back for 
work. Freelancers working across film, TV and commercials will see the volume of 
work increase and there will be a need to bring new people up through departments 
to fill gaps. If tailored and targeted training schemes are offered then new entrants 
will have the skill level required. Once we have created hubs for production with a 
reputation for skilled crew and world class facilities as well as a track record for 
welcoming high-end incoming production then the problem of inconsistent work will 
have been well and truly addressed.  

Are there ways in which film and TV productions can be encouraged to utilise 
Scottish cast and crew where appropriate? 

We need to simultaneously train new entrants for specific roles and departments 
within the industry to a high skill level and incentivise the use of local crew. 

Infrastructure, Intelligence and Maximising Benefit to Scotland 

What improvements to the current studio infrastructure are needed? How 
might this be achieved? 

LS Productions will begin by saying that we fully support the Pentlands Studio Group 
in their plans to build a world-class studio complex available for all facets of the 
industry. We also recognise that there must be more than one studio and that a 
combination of multiple purpose-built and well refurbished adapted studio space is 
required to ensure Scotland is a contender in the world of high-end production. 

The other evidence we have read shares our sense of inaction over facilities 
available in Scotland. Whilst we have all been discussing the root of our current 
problem and holding enquiries into the current state of affairs, other areas have 
upped their game. Belfast Harbour and Titanic studios have both been through a 
period of expansion since our enquiries began. The industry in Wales, Northern 
Ireland and Manchester have all transformed whilst the Film Studio Investment 
Group have announced funding for one existing studio, Wardpark, a studio that is not 
currently open for business for any production apart from Outlander.  

We would also like to highlight that the Creative Scotland Build Space PDF is out of 
date and features locations that are no longer available. Some locations are also 
embarrassingly unequipped for large scale productions and require too much 
investment to make them appealing propositions. We need a combination of 
purpose-built, high-tech studios, adapted space refurbished to a high standard with 
production offices (for a production to be able to walk straight into) and adapted 
spaces that require investment. Options of varied flexible and versatile spaces are 
key. 
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We have been campaigning for sound stages in Scotland for many years.  For us, 
the absence of studio space in Scotland is not, as some might have it, evidence of a 
strong Scottish tradition to make low-budget arthouse films.  The production industry 
– both film and TV – is too small to lay claim to any tradition. The lack of 
infrastructure is an embarrassment. It is remains tangible evidence that Scotland has 
continually failed to nurture and support its small but dedicated film industry, to the 
extent that many professional freelance crew are forced to work outside the country. 
It also speaks volumes that often in-order to gain any experience of a sizeable 
production, crew must work outside Scotland. There are very few productions, with 
the exception of Outlander, providing regular work and opportunities for career 
development. The benefits of professional sound stages are diverse and 
multifarious. A professional studio ensures that production companies will base 
themselves in Scotland and stay for months, rather than a matter of a few days on 
location. The competitive tax incentive around the world show how other areas have 
realised how much they can benefit from welcoming productions. In order that 
Scotland can benefit from the UK tax break, we need to be able to attract more than 
the current figure of less than 3% of the total production activity in the UK. In-order to 
do this, we must be able to house productions in Scotland. For a country with two 
serious geographical disadvantages – the unreliable weather and the very short 
Winter daylight hours – Scotland’s lack of a dedicated studio complex reduces the 
options for any Producer trying to reduce potential costs and risks.   

What kinds of facilities are needed and where? 

The centre of any creative hub is inevitably a studio. We need multiple hubs with the 
necessary infrastructure to support varying levels of production. This includes 
multiple studio spaces, production offices, facility companies and kit houses. 

There should be choice for an incoming production about where they base in the 
Central Belt, dependant on their requirements. They should be offered a choice of 
where to base that will then open up a specific area of locations to them. 

Though for practicality reasons the Central Belt is a main focus of production, the 
requirement to shoot in the Highlands and Islands cannot be ignored. This is due to 
the fact that locations on offer here are integral to some production’s reasoning for 
shooting on Scotland. In particular, the Unit should look at ways of facilitating large 
scale productions on Skye whilst working with local communities and addressing 
their concerns. 

How might these kinds of facilities be funded? 

Funding should be received from private and public organisations. Private and state 
funded studios will both have a place in building the industry here. 

The model by which council or government acquire buildings or land to build has 
worked incredibly well in Manchester and we see no reason why this could not prove 
to be successful in Scotland. 

The Screen Unit needs to be responsible for pushing both private and public funded 
facilities forward and encouraging the creation of as many studio spaces as possible 
whilst also lining up incoming productions to fill said spaces. 
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How might the public and private sector collaborate to ensure a sustainable 
approach to the development of such facilities? 

As above, we see this as less of a collaboration and more about multiple ventures, 
with a view to creating options and keeping Scotland as busy as possible. The 
Screen Unit needs to oversee this and ensure it’s progression. As mentioned 
previously, facilities, training and funding all need to grow simultaneously and it 
should be the Screen Unit driving all of these elements forward with a sense of both 
passion and urgency.  

How can we ensure the productions leave a positive legacy after filming? 

 We would encourage the Screen Unit to fund schemes to train up world-class 
crew, offer incentives to incoming productions to use this crew and have 
training programmes on each production to foster new talent for future 
productions; 
 

 Assist with funding to adapt buildings into viable studio space which is then 
available for future productions; 
 

 Work closely with local film offices, local communities and land owners to 
build positive relationships across Scotland; 
 

 Reputation is key and we need to offer a positive, high-end yet cost effective 
experience to incoming Productions to ensure that Scotland is the number 
one choice for returning and new productions. 

 

Written submission from the Scottish Locations Network 

Context 

Response from the Scottish Locations Network, the network of local authority film 
offices and film liaison officers around Scotland. Film and screen offices are a local 
authority’s front line in assisting film & media production of all types working in the 
city / region, with guidance about procedures, locations, local crew and services, and 
the development of Production / Filming Charters and Codes of Practice that are 
benchmarked against the rest of Scotland and the UK.  

The Scottish Locations Network and Creative Scotland Locations (now Scotland’s 
Screen Commission) have a strong and long-standing collaboration arrangement. 
Creative Scotland Locations sits at the centre of the hub providing a central point of 
reference for international productions seeking information about Scotland as a 
whole, and represents the whole of Scotland at international trade events. The 
Network provides regional location suggestions to Scotland-wide production 
enquiries, works towards common practices across the local authorities in Scotland, 
and provides local guidance and facilitation for productions shooting on location. 

The Scottish Locations Network is pleased to have been represented on the Screen 
Sector Leadership Group and submits this response in the light of participation in the 
research and data group. 
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Leadership and Strategy 

How can Scotland become a key destination for UK and international productions? 

In answering this, we shall address the question of why Scotland should be trying to 
become a key destination for UK & international productions. 

The Scottish Locations Network works with productions of all genres and all budgets, 
from high-end feature films and TV dramas, commercials, documentaries /factual 
TV, entertainment shows and corporate videos. Statistics compiled by the Scottish 
Locations Network demonstrate that the economic impact of film and TV production 
in 2016 was £69.4M. 

Currently, 88-95% of production in Scotland, is factual TV, commercials, corporate 
promos, music videos, web broadcasts and short films. These productions give 
steady employment and opportunities to hundreds of film and TV practitioners in 
Scotland, and in fact the majority of independent production companies in Scotland 
make their living from these productions. Indeed, one could be forgiven for 
wondering why there is such a clamour for dedicated film studio space, given that 
these productions on the whole do not need such a facility. But when you consider 
that one film, Avengers: Infinity War, had an economic impact that more than 
doubled the average annual total of all production expenditure in Edinburgh, and 
then add to that the huge potential for international tourism, as exemplified by 
Northern Ireland and Irish Tourist Boards with Game of Thrones (GoT) and Star 
Wars, and you will understand why these high-value scripted dramas are so sought 
after.  

Scripted drama presents huge opportunities and career development for hundreds of 
professional crew as well as new entrants on each production. Avengers hired 
around 50 local runners as well as Scottish locations & logistics crew, and also hired 
many of Edinburgh’s facilities companies for a period of two to three months. This, 
added to expenditure on local services and accommodation, meant that the 
immediate benefits of production were felt widely across the city region. 

The Committee will be aware of the opportunities provided by Outlander since it 
created its own studio facility in an empty warehouse in Cumbernauld in 2013 and 
will have the opportunity to read about several such aspects with the evidence 
submitted at this time. It is important to recognise the impact that Outlander has had 
on Scotland’s production landscape, demonstrating that Scotland has the skills and 
infrastructure to accommodate a long-running production of this scale. Wardpark’s 
owners have been awarded financial support to extend the site by a further two 
stages. If this means that further large-scale productions can shoot simultaneously in 
the same facility, this will be an improvement. We shall wait to see.  

Without further developments of dedicated film studios in Scotland every potential 
scripted drama is forced to look for empty warehouses that can be temporarily 
occupied, or they simply move to one of the other dedicated film studios in the UK / 
Ireland / Europe and further afield. Film and TV productions will shoot wherever it is 
cost effective to do so, and a large part of the cost is fitting out a warehouse to be 
used as a film studio.  
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Many of the papers have highlighted the jobs and economic impact derived directly 
from film and TV production, but it is also important to recognise the long term 
economic impact on tourism from a successful international feature film or TV drama, 
particularly in the light of Scotland 2020. 

According to the Northern Ireland Tourist Board, Game Of Thrones allowed them to 
connect Northern Ireland with a huge international fan base, introduce a positive 
image of Northern Ireland, and, importantly, led to an increase in local civic pride. 
The series is broadcast in 199 territories worldwide and has over 20M Facebook 
fans and over 3M Twitter followers. Tourism Ireland (the tourist board for the island 
of Ireland) worked with HBO to create campaigns that would speak to GoT fans. 
During Season 4, the number of visitors to Northern Ireland increased 11%, and 
visitors to GoT experiences grew tenfold. 1 

Outlander meanwhile is already benefiting Scotland’s tourism industry, with visitor 
numbers to Doune Castle souring 110% in the past 4 years, with ‘Outlander-inspired’ 
tours and experiences generating business for the hospitality and retail industries 
across Scotland. VisitScotland research found that 14% of visitors to Scotland came 
because of a film or TV programme featuring Scotland, citing Outlander as one of 
the drivers. This is compared to 3% who visited having been inspired by marketing / 
PR / advert.2 

It can be noted that members of the Scottish Locations Network also collaborate with 
VisitScotland’s Screen and Cultural Tourism service to support aims to maximise 
screen tourism. 

To support the business case for more film studios, the Committee has been 
directed to several reports of economic & cultural success around the world following 
the development of film studios. Here are a few more: 

 Bristol – Bottle Yard studios have had a dramatic impact on Bristol’s ability to 
attract production, particularly after BBC relocated flagship drama Casualty to 
Wales. This is a public/private partnership.3 

 Manchester – The Space Project and The Sharp Project, studio and 
production office space respectively, have put Manchester at the centre of the 
‘out of London’ production business, with further expansion of the Space film 
studios announced earlier this year. The Space Project & Sharp Project are 
Council-owned arms-length companies.4 5 

 Cardiff – government-backed private film studios have seen Wales win high-
value production after high-value production 6 

 Belfast – Titanic Studios and the new Belfast Quay studios, together with 
incentive finance and UK & Irish tax relief, make Belfast highly attractive to 
international production.7 

                                            
1 https://www.tourismireland.com/Press-Releases/2017/July/Giant,-medieval-style-tapestry-
celebrates-Northern  
2 http://www.visitscotland.org/pdf/LongVersionScotlandVisitorSurvey2015-16-250417.pdf 
3 http://www.thebottleyard.com/bottle-yard-studios-benefit-692k-investment-boost/  
4 http://www.thesharpproject.co.uk/sharp-project-contributes-32-million-local-economy/  
5 http://sharpfutures.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/SharpFutures-Impact-Report-November-
2017.pdf  
6 http://www.walesonline.co.uk/business/business-news/wales-biggest-tv-film-studio-13041792  
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 Republic of Ireland – well established Ardmore Studios and Ashmore Studios 
and the more recent Troy Studios 

 Atlanta Georgia (USA) 
 Vancouver (Canada) 
 Prague (Czech Republic). 

Of course, film studios alone do not automatically result in successfully attracting 
international production. We have already mentioned that film & TV productions are 
looking for attractive financial packages, and current tax relief in the UK for high end 
films and TV dramas has seen a marked spike in the amount of production in the 
UK, with 2016 statistics recording an economic impact from film & TV production in 
the UK of over £2B. 85% of this is derived from studio-based international feature 
films and high-end TV dramas. Scotland must therefore continue to benefit from 
same or increased levels of tax relief in order to attract scripted drama while at the 
same time develop film studios.  

Why have film and TV producers selected Scotland in the past as a location for 
production? 

 Finance – production finance / UK tax relief 
 Locations 
 Crew and services 
 Local authorities that are willing to facilitate filming. 

What is your view on the current network of regional film offices across the country? 

Film offices are a local authority’s shop window for production, offering a triage 
service for productions, providing information and advice to productions of all levels 
about how to go about filming in a city region and, when a production has significant 
facilitation needs, working with Council services to support it. They prepare the 
ground for all potential film productions through research, local engagement and 
regional lobbying, ensuring that when a production decides to film in Scotland, the 
local authority is ready to support it, be that through implementing traffic 
management controls, clearing streets, cleansing, or allowing filmmakers to use a 
council-maintained location. It is worth noting that without local authority support for 
production, large-scale films and TV dramas which have demanding facilitation 
requirements could not take place. Film offices work intra-departmentally across 
Council services, in some cases with more than one local authority, with national 
agencies including Police Scotland, the National Trust for Scotland, Network Rail, 
Historic Environment Scotland, as well as with a wide and well established network 
of local contacts within the community including both businesses and residents. 

Film offices are also the main source of data about the quantity and value of 
production to Scotland, providing annual statistics about all types of production in the 
region to the local authority in order to provide evidence as to why the local authority 
should continue to support production activity, and these statistics are shared with 
the Scottish Government via Creative Scotland to enable the creation of Scotland-
wide figures. Most film offices tabulate value using national averages (produced by 
Creative England / Production Guild UK), having found it unrealistic to extract 
                                                                                                                                        
7 http://www.theknowledgeonline.com/the-knowledge-bulletin/post/2016/03/15/northern-ireland-a-hit-
with-film-and-tv-producers  
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precise data about local expenditure from every production that shoots in the region, 
though local authorities which can invest in production ask for regional expenditure 
by way of return for investment. 

Creative Scotland captures accurate data about the productions in which they have 
invested, but film offices capture not only feature films but also TV dramas, light 
entertainment, factual TV, corporate videos, commercials & even photoshoots – all 
of which make up the ‘film sector’ in Scotland. While the smaller-scale productions 
may not create such large headlines, nor have as large an economic impact as the 
likes of Avengers, they are nonetheless critical for the production eco-system in 
Scotland, being the majority stakeholder. These productions hire locations, skilled 
practitioners, they provide opportunities for new entrants, and they help to raise 
awareness of production within the community. Let’s not forget that a TV show like 
Strictly Come Dancing, which has filmed links in Glasgow this year with two 
Glasgow-based celebrities, is watched by over 10M people in the UK each week, 
and Location Location Location dedicates an hour of programming to a city region 
with audiences of around 2M per episode. 

However, the current film office provision is uneven. While Edinburgh/East 
Lothian/Scottish Borders, Glasgow, and Fife/Tayside have dedicated full-time 
officers, with in-depth knowledge of their regions and extensive locations libraries 
and local crew databases, the other local authorities around Scotland have part-time 
film officer provision due to budget constraints, with officers focused on other 
demanding remits beyond production facilitation. 

Reviewing strategies for screen agencies and offices in key markets such as the 
USA, Canada and Europe, it is evident that best practice performance requires 
responses within 24 hours for enquiries and 48 hours for production facilitation 
(excepting traffic controls), timescales which may not be achievable within a part-
time film office role. 

There may be mileage in making public funding available to local authorities, 
managed by the Screen Unit, to help local authorities provide dedicated film officer 
support and roll out a common Film Charter and Code of Practice within the local 
authority.  

The network of film offices can be seen at www.scottishlocationsnetwork.com. 

Talent Development, Skills and Training 

How can Scotland nurture and retain domestic talent? 

The development of film studios will allow for a more sustainable pipeline of 
production in Scotland, which will mean crew can consider working in Scotland as a 
career rather than something short-term. 

An environment including broadcasters that encourages and supports the creation of 
more original content including drama and other genres that require crew and other 
services such as post-production and VFX, would also be advantageous to the 
Scottish production sector, and the Scottish Locations Network welcomes the 
announcement of the new BBC Scotland channel as well as the additional £10M 
investment in the screen industries that is to be available through Creative Scotland. 
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Does Scotland have the requisite level of domestic talent to accommodate an 
increase in productions coming to the country? 

We believe there to be sufficient drama crew to service 2-3 large-scale productions 
at the same time. Our production crew base would therefore need to grow if we are 
to accommodate an increase in productions coming to the country, but an expanded 
crew base requires work if Scotland is to retain them. There are hundreds of 
students studying film, TV and media in universities and colleges in Scotland, but in 
the current climate there are insufficient jobs in production for them. Some would 
argue that university and college education does not deal with training for production 
crew.  

In Atlanta, the growth of film studio provision led to the creation of film production 
training campuses. The New Entrants Training Scheme has been lauded as a 
model, though only training a small number of crew each year of its existence. We 
recognize the huge contribution made by Outlander and its trainee scheme and we 
welcome the commitment made by NFTS to open a focused training centre in 
Scotland for production skills which are not covered by the further and higher 
education establishments.  

What infrastructure, support & investment is required to ensure continuing 
development of talent in Scotland? 

Studio facilities, more training schemes for filmmakers taking filmmakers from short 
film to feature length productions. Currently SFTN offers a short film production 
scheme a year, while Scottish Documentary Institute has the Bridging The Gap 
scheme for up and coming creative documentary makers, but there is a lack of 
career development programmes for new entrants to bridge the gap between their 
first short film and feature length film or TV broadcast.  

How do we address the problem of inconsistent work for employees in the Scottish 
screen sector? 

Film studios, more crew trained, continued investment in production both indigenous 
and international. 

Infrastructure, intelligence and maximising benefit to Scotland 

What improvements to the current infrastructure are needed? 

More studio infrastructure. Currently one fully-fitted studio in Cumbernauld, the 
remainder of spaces used are warehouses that come and go.  

How might this be achieved? 

Public sector could take a lease or buy a space or two. Or the private sector could do 
so. 

What kinds of facilities are needed and where? 

Large-scale film studios to support the high-value feature films and TV dramas that 
recruit several hundred crew at a time. We need these, at the very least, near the 
largest cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow.  
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How can we ensure the productions leave a positive legacy after filming? 

This is crucial. Filmmaking is a demanding process, and we should be aware of 
overkill unless there are benefits returned to the country. Legacy could be ensuring 
location fees include monies ring-fenced for the development of the location being 
used, as happens already at the National Trust for Scotland.  

There should also be a culture shift that sees appropriate credits, access to publicity 
materials at the time of a film’s release and permission to conduct publicity, 
especially where there has been public funding and/or facilitation by public bodies. 
This is a standard request by the likes of Network Rail, National Trust and many 
locations and film agencies in England. A country which can see the benefits of 
production beyond the end of filming is one in which public support, both financial 
and moral, will be forthcoming. Therefore, an understanding on the part of 
Production Companies and Distribution Companies that sharing publicity materials 
with locations used and destination marketing agencies in order to help promote the 
film and the locations used therein is mutually beneficial. See Ireland and Northern 
Ireland re Game Of Thrones. 

There should also be a requirement to take on Scottish trainees. The Outlander 
trainee programme stands out as a success story. 

Data gathering 

The need for more reliable data about the sector and how it might be collected. 

Data used by the Scottish Government about the value of production in Scotland 
comes from the Scottish Locations Network whose film offices provide regional 
statistics to Creative Scotland. As mentioned, in 2016 the value of production was 
£69.4M. 

The data includes only the productions that have contacted the film offices: those 
that are filming on location in the region or which need assistance. But not every 
production contacts the local film office. For instance, documentaries which do not 
need any assistance or are filming entirely on private property or productions filming 
in-house / only in studios. This means that the figures do not include much of BBC 
Scotland’s local output (news, River City, etc).  

Most film offices in Scotland now collate data using recognised national averages, 
widely used by the film offices in England, Creative England and Production Guild 
UK. It has proved unrealistic to ask production managers to separate regional 
expenditure from the budget, at least in the case of productions which have not 
received funding from that region. Use of national averages allows film offices to 
record not only scripted drama but also factual TV, commercials, entertainment, 
corporate videos, and other small-scale productions which have no need to contact 
Creative Scotland. Where a city /region has made a financial contribution to the 
production budget, it is expected that the production supply budgetary data on what 
has been spent in the region as part of the terms & conditions, in the same way as 
productions which have received national funding from Creative Scotland will provide 
budget data at the end of production.  
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PACT also collates & analyses data from its Annual Financial Census and Survey, 
and this includes data from Scotland. Their most recent figures from 2015 put the 
value of Scottish original production at £190M. However, this data is about company 
turnover rather than Scottish expenditure, and therefore includes budget spent 
outside Scotland, and our understanding is that it derived only from PACT members 
in Scotland who responded. 

The difficulty lies in creating a true picture of the value of production when not every 
production contacts a public agency, be that Creative Scotland or one of the film 
offices in the Scottish Locations Network. It goes without saying that concrete and 
sturdy data about the industry is obligatory when making policy decisions that effect 
it, in order not only to assess where we are and identify areas for improvement, but 
also thereafter to assess impact.  

The Scottish Locations Network would call for all productions of every scale to make 
contact with the film office in the area in which they are filming, even just to let them 
know that there is filming taking place, in order to create an accurate report 
demonstrating the quantity and value of production in Scotland. 

Paper compiled by Rosie Ellison of Film Edinburgh, with contributions from 
Julie Craik of TayScreen/FifeScreen, Jennifer Reynolds of Glasgow Film Office 
and Caris Pittendreigh of Highlands Film Office. 
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Supplementary written evidence from Film City Glasgow 

On behalf of our tenants, please accept my thanks to you and the Committee for 
taking the time to visit Film City Glasgow. The ongoing work of the Committee has 
been conspicuous and well received by the industry, and I look forward to hearing 
how your inquiry is progressing. 

In terms of the discussion we had in relation to infrastructure, despite the challenges 
the sector has faced in resolving the ‘studio’ question, I believe more now than ever 
there is a confluence of opportunity that will allow us to create the foundation on 
which the sector can build. The SSLG report; the creation of the Screen Unit; the 
doubling of Creative Scotland’s screen budget; the NFTS’s flag in the ground in 
Scotland; and the FOCUS business development project which Film City is 
managing; all initiatives that will lead to what I see are the two overriding ambitions 
for the sector - growth and volume.    

As you will recall, my presentation to the Committee paid particular attention to 
infrastructure and the success of Manchester City Council in their delivery of 
production facilities for the screen and creative industries, primarily through an arms-
length organisation MCDA Ltd, which is 100% owned by the local authority. I also 
drew parallels with Film City Glasgow, and how both our respective projects in 
Glasgow and Manchester have been founded on the principles of ‘sectoral 
clustering’ and ‘attracting both indigenous and international productions’ – and both 
very successfully. 

In my opinion, if we were to proceed with a production facility in Scotland with public 
sector investment, then both elements would need to be considered – another stand-
alone screen sectoral cluster is merely a duplication of Film City, and a stand-alone 
studio complex is a precarious proposition. However, having both together would 
create a viable mixed income model and the long-term sustainability required, not to 
mention the clear opportunities and synergies enjoyed by having people and talent 
sharing resources and working together in close proximity.    

The strategy and mixed income model employed by Manchester City Council is one I 
have long been an advocate for, and one I would describe as creating ‘screen 
production facilities’ rather than the apparently preferred shorthand of ‘film studio’. 
My advocacy for this model has been presented to the government and public sector 
agencies on many occasions:  

 In December 2012, I led a delegation of representatives from Creative 
Scotland, Scottish Enterprise, and the Scottish Government Culture Division, 
that visited Belfast, met with NI Screen, and toured the Paint Hall and Titanic 
Studios complex. This was quickly followed up in January 2013 by a visit (with 
the same delegation) to the Sharp Project in Manchester, essentially Phase 
One of the expansion in Manchester and the proof of concept of what was to 
come. Even at that early stage of our thinking around screen production 
facilities, it was clear that the Sharp Project and its proposed expansion 
strategy addressed the broader needs of the screen and creative sectors, 
from indigenous film production, to television, games, freelancers, and 
bleeding out to the wider digital and creative industries. 
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 Indeed, the Manchester and Film City sectoral clustering model was the key 
tenet of our proposal to the Film Studio Delivery Group tender in May 2014, 
and a similar bid to a Scottish Enterprise land development proposal at Pacific 
Quay in June 2015. 
 

 In January 2015, my letter to The Herald (30 Jan 2015, ‘We could deliver 
more than a stand-alone film studio for Scotland’, enclosed) again reiterated 
the opportunity missed in Scotland to think not just of stand-alone four-wall 
studio spaces, but in a more ambitious and strategic manner to offer 
something for all levels and sub sectors of the screen industry in Scotland, 
with Manchester and the Sharp/Space Projects referenced. 
 

 In March of 2015, my submission to the Scottish Parliament’s Economy, 
Energy and Tourism Committee sector inquiry8 (‘The role of public sector 
agencies and the effectiveness of the support they provide’), again used 
Manchester as the benchmark, which by this point saw expansion of physical 
space double in size, and remarkably, plans for a brand new 30,000 sq. ft. 
studio space now on the table (since completed). 

I would therefore encourage the Committee to consider the following statements: 

 We have repeatedly referenced the state aid case of the Ciudad de la Luz 
studio complex in Valencia as precedent in blocking public sector investment 
in studio space. MCDA Ltd now has over 130,000 sq. ft. of studio production 
space, including a recently completed new build 30,000 sq. ft. studio, 
compared to Valencia’s 120,000 sq. ft. Therefore, Manchester’s portfolio has 
eclipsed the Valencia site, with 100% spend via the local authority. 

 On 7th March 2016, in a letter to the Economy, Energy and Tourism 
Committee, the Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Europe, and External Affairs 
stated that “Scale is not the issue, so even though our ambitions are more 
modest than the Ciudad de la Luz, we are still constrained by the judgement”. 
This contradicts what has taken place in Manchester. You may during your 
inquiry have some detractors talk about how, in Manchester, they’ve only 
repurposed warehouses and it’s only for television, but a brand new, 30,000 
sq. ft., 12m high, state of the art studio, built from the ground up by a 
Manchester City Council ALEO, and advertised as ‘Space Studios is a 
purpose-built facility for high end TV, film & commercials’ is something that 
Scotland needs and can deliver. Scale or state aid are clearly not barriers. 

 Remarkably, there’s more planned. Adrian Bleasdale, chief executive of 
Manchester Creative Digital Assets (MCDA Ltd), the company that runs 
Space Studios Manchester, said: “This is phase two of the development but 
we want to grow. We’re already talking about what phase three might look 
like. Currently, it’s initial thoughts around building on the local eco-system and 
getting more supply chain businesses around us. If the level of demand 
continues, we’ve got space to build more.” Note the emphasis on eco-system 

                                            
8 www.parliament.scot/S4_EconomyEnergyandTourismCommittee/Inquiries/Tiernan_Kelly_-
_Film_City_Glasgow_-_Creative.pdf 
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and supply chain – this is what a screen production facility provides, rather 
than stand-alone big boxes. 

 In the document ‘Evaluating the Economic Impact of The Sharp Project, 
October 2013’ John McCreadie, Director of ekosgen said: “The Sharp Project 
is a remarkable phenomenon combining considerable economic impact with a 
powerful brand that has the potential to secure further investment and 
employment in the city. The Sharp Project also now provides a tried and 
tested model for digital media production hubs.” This describes only one 
phase of the Manchester expansion - there are now two further iterations and 
100,000 sq. ft. of space added since this earlier statement. 

 The same document highlighted the following successes of the Sharp Project: 

o Exceeded its target by creating 375 (full time equivalent) jobs.  

o Now home to more than 50 businesses. 

o Generates an annual GVA impact of £21.4 million.  

o Despite being in a period of recession, tenants surveyed as part of the 
research showed encouraging growth with 92% experiencing increased 
turnover, 89% increased productivity and 85% developing new 
products and services since arriving at The Sharp Project. Also 75% of 
tenants surveyed had created new jobs. Over the next 12 months 
100% of tenants expected turnover to increase and 61% expected to 
take on more staff.  

The key theme here is that, in plain sight, the Manchester model is one that we in 
Scotland could have adopted at any point in the last five years, and it would appear 
contradictory to our interpretation of how we as a nation can move forward investing 
in sector infrastructure vis a vis state aid.  

Frustratingly, despite the submission of evidence, inquiries, committees, and reports 
since 2012, the Manchester delivery model via a route one, public sector investment 
vehicle has been repeatedly overlooked, engulfed by the noise of other speculative 
projects, planning permission, should it be east or west, the need for backlots, public 
agency performance compared to Northern Ireland etc. All of course pertinent to the 
matter at hand, but in hindsight a distraction, when in plain sight (again!) there was a 
realistic delivery model. 

If there is an appetite for the public sector to intervene, then the other issue at hand 
is the roles of Scottish Enterprise and Creative Scotland, and who within the Scottish 
public sector framework should take such a project further. 

Creative Scotland do not currently manage or administer large scale capital funds, 
so other than advocacy and lobbying, are limited on this issue. Equally, Scottish 
Enterprise are not tasked with investing speculatively in businesses that do not meet 
their growth criteria (for the avoidance of doubt, any investment SE may be making 
in Wardpark Studios is within state aid regulations, and will I imagine meet their 
current investment criteria – certainly at least 50% match funding from the private 
sector investor).  
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The feedback from SE on the Sharp Project after the delegation visit was that it was 
indeed impressive, but their intelligence was that it was running at a loss – which in 
context of their modus operandi, immediately and inherently limits their participation 
(the subsequent further expansion in Manchester would suggest that there remains 
an overriding longer term value to the city and creative sector, over and above their 
financial position). Indeed, I would be surprised if a Scottish version of any of the 
Manchester/MCDA Ltd projects could have received investment from either CS or 
SE given their current respective operating remits and resources available.   

Therefore, in my opinion, it is the Scottish Government who must be the enabling 
party, either by giving CS or SE the tools to deliver such a project as an extra-
ordinary activity, or by providing the financial resources for a local authority to do so. 
You may argue that such responsibility is devolved to the respective cities, but whilst 
local authorities seek to be autonomous, the current central government party in 
Scotland has significant influence in our two largest cities, and therefore common 
sense and an alignment of policy and resources should, you would imagine, be 
achievable. 

When we met, I also referred to an emphatic case for a Glasgow screen production 
facility based on Olsberg SPI’s sector baseline figures, created for the establishment 
of the Screen Unit9 (and drew your attention to the Facilities, Post, and VFX figures 
for Glasgow being substantially underestimated).  

One would hope that regardless of anyone’s personal alliances, in the case of public 
money being spent on a facility, and in terms of risk mitigation and building on an 
existing critical mass, the evidence is overwhelmingly in Glasgow’s favour – the city 
is far ahead in terms of television production company turnover and employment, 
film production company turnover and employment, local film office production spend 
figures, and Facilities, Post-Production and VFX turnover and employment (to 
reiterate, I believe this has been incorrectly reported in the Screen Unit document).  

There are of course the complexities of economic factors such as diminishing public 
sector budgets, austerity, uncertainties around Brexit, core funding of existing 
cultural activity etc., but I do hope that I’ve demonstrated that any decision the 
government could make on funding screen production facilities is clearly an 
economic one, not a legislative one i.e. state aid, as has been indicated on 
numerous occasions. Perhaps, as Mariana Mazzucato has suggested10, future 
economic growth must include a focus on promoting risk-taking and 
experimentation from the public sector? 

                                            
9 www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/46552/Scotland-Economic-Baseline-2017-
12-08.pdf 
10 www.livemint.com/Opinion/yLlwEJR05KI2ArZuU3T5lI/Mariana-Mazzucato--Rediscovering-public-
wealth-creation.html 
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Planning Background

On 21st December 2017 Planning Permission in Principle (PPiP) 

was granted by the Scottish Government for:

“A MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT COMPRISING; FILM AND TV STUDIO 

INCLUDING BACKLOT COMPLEX, MIXED EMPLOYMENT USES 

RETAIL/OFFICE/COMMERCIAL, HOTEL; GAS AND HEAT POWER 

PLANT/ENERGY CENTRE; FILM STUDIO AND STUDENT

ACCOMMODATION; STUDIO TOUR BUILDING; EARTH STATION 

ANTENNA AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE INCLUDING CAR 

PARKING; SUDS FEATURES AND LANDSCAPING ON LAND TO THE

NORTH AND SOUTH OF PENTLAND/DAMHEAD ROAD, STRAITON, 

MIDLOTHIAN”

This consent was granted by the Scottish Government following 

a ‘call-in’ of a Planning Appeal (lodged in December 2015 

following the failure of Midlothian Council to determine the 

original application) as the proposed development was deemed 

as “an issue of national importance”.

PPiP Approved proposal

CTEERC/S5/18/9/1
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Current Scheme Design Status

Since the granting of Planning Permission in Principle (PPiP) in 

December 2017 the design team have worked closely with PSL 

Land Ltd to refine the proposals with a focus on the following 

areas:

Film Studio Design – working with Nick Smith, CEO of Pentland 

Studios, and 

Film Academy Design – working with Edinburgh Napier 

University, School of Arts and Creative Industries

Film Studio

Following discussions with Nick Smith, the composition of the 

sound stages has been adjusted to create a more flexible 

arrangement of studios ranging from 12,000 – 30,000 sqft.  The 

total studio provision has now increased to 191,000 sqft.

A 200m long linear streetscape has now been created between 

the studios, allowing for additional external filming 

opportunities, with workshops, offices and associated vehicle 

delivery/parking arranged around the perimeter of the studios 

allowing ease of access and minimising potential disruption to 

the ‘streetscape’.

Film Academy

The brief for the Film Academy has been developed in 

conjunction with Edinburgh Napier University and the new 

40,000 sqft facility will provide a range of practical and teaching 

facilities. 

Two sound stages/ studios with associated workshops, storage, 

green room and gallery accommodation are provided along with 

seminar/classrooms, sound and vision post production suites and 

flexible learning areas for students.

Programme

We are currently assessing the overall programme and delivery 

dates, a key driver of which is the methodology around 

infrastructure provision and site platforming. We are working 

with our preferred contractor in this respect but are targeting 

completions of the major sections as follows.

Studios – 64 week build, 40 weeks to first handover, complete 

September 2019 with the office building to follow within a four 

month period

Film Academy – 60 week build period, complete April 2020

Student Accommodation – 70 week build, complete September 

2020

Proposed Masterplan – Site A 

CTEERC/S5/18/9/1
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keppieFilm Academy – Internal Planning

Internal Planning Arrangement

Level  02

Roof Terrace / Services Plant

Level  01

Cinema / Lecture Theatre

Studios (double height)

• Gallery between Studio1 & Studio2

Teaching Wing: Classrooms

• Classrooms

• Open Plan Offices

Level 00

Main Entrance/ Cafe/ Social 

• The Grand Stair

• Reception

• Café / Meeting

Cinema / Lecture Theatre

Studios 

• Studios (2 no.)

• Technical Store

• Scenic & Props Store

• Green Room, Make-up & Costume

Teaching Wing: Post-Production

• Post-Production Suites & Offices

• Meeting Spaces

CTEERC/S5/18/9/1
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Level 01 Plan Level 02 Plan

Studios

Studio Storage

Classrooms

Post-Production

Meeting Rooms

Toilets/IT Hubs/ Plant

Office Space

Level 00 Plan

Lecture Theatre / Cinema

Film Academy – Sketch Plan Layouts
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